
WEDDINGS AND 
CELEBRATIONS



Set amongst Oxford’s dreaming spires, the Ashmolean Museum is a magnificent venue 
for your wedding, civil partnership or celebration. The neo-classical architecture, iconic 
entrance, grand sweeping staircases and opulent galleries offer stunning and romantic 
backdrops.

Our galleries are licenced to hold daytime or evening ceremonies and when the 
museum closes in the evening, the Ashmolean is exclusively yours for a celebratory 
reception, sumptuous dinner and dancing. Our exclusive catering partner can provide an 
extraordinarily exquisite food experience for you and your guests to enjoy.

A WEDDING VENUE LIKE NO OTHER

CONGRATULATIONS!

“You made 
our wedding a 
terrific success. 
Our guests were 
enthralled with  
the venue”.  
Clare



The Ashmolean has been telling stories since 1683 and we want you 
to add yours. We understand that every wedding is different which is 
why our expert team are on hand to tailor your day. 

The Ashmolean boasts a team of passionate and experienced event 
managers and wedding planners. They are dedicated to playing their 
part in making your wedding or celebration truly memorable. They 
will listen and consult with you, offer practical advice and recommend 
partners from our handpicked list of suppliers and creatives.

YOUR VISION BROUGHT TO LIFE

A DAY TO REMEMBER



The Ashmolean offers a wealth of different galleries 
and spaces each presenting its own unique and 
romantic backdrop. Whether you are considering a 
small ceremony with loved ones present, an Oxford 
city elopement, or a luxury wedding reception, we 
can help you realise your dream. 

OUR GALLERIES AND SPACES
UNIQUE AMONG OXFORD VENUES

Live Stream your Wedding

We know how important your wedding is, and for many 
reasons some guests may not be able to be with you on the 
day. Now everyone can take part. We can help you to share 
this special time with your friends and family wherever they 
are in the world so that they can join in the excitement and 
emotion as if they were with you in the room.

Our discrete and professional live streaming service is the 
perfect way to include all your loved ones and to ensure that 
they don’t miss a moment. The final bonus is that we give you 
a copy of the stream to keep forever – a wonderful way to 
save the memory of your perfect day!



The imposing façade will not fail to impress 
your guests as they arrive at the Museum. The 
iconic portico and neo classical architecture 
offer a fantastic opportunity for photography. A 
great space for a welcome drinks reception on 
a summer evening. And one of the few historic 
venues in Oxford to permit biodegradable 
confetti outside.

THE FORECOURT
AN IMPRESSIVE WELCOME

Capacity
Standing 150

360º

https://ashmolean.oxfordvenue.uk/?startscene=0


This spacious gallery evokes the richness of 
a historic art collection in an Italian palace or 
English country house where marble and bronze 
sculptures, fine furniture, Old Master paintings 
and imposing portraits are displayed in this stately 
reception room. 

A staircase leads down to the gallery, perfect for 
making your grand entrance.

EUROPEAN ART GALLERY
STATELY OPULENCE FOR A CEREMONY OR DRINKS RECEPTION

Capacity
Standing 100
Ceremony 80

360º

https://ashmolean.oxfordvenue.uk/?startscene=7


This magnificent space provides an unforgettable 
location for an intimate seated dinner or a larger 
reception. The architectural staircase sweeps up 
through the heart of the Museum and offers the 
perfect platform for addressing your guests.

ATRIUM
ARCHITECTURAL MAGNIFICENCE

Capacity
Standing 1000
Seated 30

360º

https://ashmolean.oxfordvenue.uk/?startscene=11


This majestic gallery, built to display the Arundel 
marbles, is located close to the Ashmolean’s 
imposing entrance. A grand and impressive 
space for a ceremony, reception or banquet.

SCULPTURE GALLERY
IMPRESSIVE GRANDEUR BUILT TO IMPRESS

Capacity
Ceremony 150
Standing 180
Seated 150

“The food service 
was impeccable – 
choreographed –  
a piece of theatre”.  
Mary

360º

https://ashmolean.oxfordvenue.uk/?startscene=4


With its flagstone flooring, vaulted ceiling arches and booth-style 
seating alcoves it is an atmospheric and informal setting to end 
the evening with dancing and live bands. Perfect as a stand-alone 
space for smaller dinner parties or combined with any of our event 
spaces as a special place to relax and have some fun.

VAULTED CAFÉ
INFORMAL CHARM FOR DANCING AND MUSIC

Capacity
Dancing 180
Standing 100
Seated 50

“We were so lucky 
to have celebrated 
in such a beautiful 
venue”.  
Joanne

360º

https://ashmolean.oxfordvenue.uk/?startscene=9


A contemporary space overlooking the impressive Atrium, the 
Ashmolean Dining Room has a large terrace from which guests can 
enjoy views over the Oxford skyline. Perfect for a morning wedding 
ceremony, wedding breakfast or anniversary celebration.

DINING ROOM AND
ROOF TERRACE
RELAXED STYLE

Capacity
Ceremony 60
Seated 70
Standing 80

360º

https://ashmolean.oxfordvenue.uk/?startscene=12


This elegant and classical gallery houses Britain’s 
largest collection of monumental and sculpture 
casts. Ideal for an intimate reception and private 
dining, its understated elegance will certainly 
delight your guests.

CAST GALLERY
CLASSICAL ELEGANCE

Capacity
Standing 50
Seated 30

360º

https://ashmolean.oxfordvenue.uk/?startscene=1


Situated on the top floor of the Museum, the Director’s 
Boardroom is a light-filled space perfect for an intimate 
dinner or anniversary celebration. Welcome your guests with 
reception drinks on the private rooftop terrace.

DIRECTOR’S BOARDROOM 
AND TERRACE
QUIET SECLUSION FOR PRIVATE DINING

Capacity
Seated 18



Clerkenwell Green Events is the Ashmolean’s exclusive catering 
partner. Created with passion, their food is sustainably sourced, 
showcasing the best seasonal produce, beautifully designed and 
provides an extraordinary culinary experience to inspire you and 
your guests. 

The award-wining chefs love creating menus bespoke to individual 
events, theming them around your wedding, your favourite dish, 
childhood memories or milestone occasions.

CLERKENWELL GREEN EVENTS
AN EXTRAORDINARY FOOD EXPERIENCE

Whether it is a tasting session, 
specially curated menus to suit 
all dietary needs – kosher, vegan, 
halal, clever wine pairings, creative 
menu and table design – no detail 
is too small to consider on your 
perfect day.

“I think the menu 
went down in 
history as the most 
inventive wedding 
feast ever”. 
Francesca



Over the years we have developed relationships with trusted 
partners to support events at the Museum. This means we can 
offer our clients a curated list of suppliers and creatives who 
share our values and meet our high standards. Familiar with our 
event spaces they will work with your ideas and bring them to 
life in the Museum.

ASHMOLEAN A-LIST
TRUSTED PARTNERS

Our wedding planner will be 
happy to make recommendations 
for your wedding – for those 
important added extras like:

• Photography

• Floristry

• Lighting and sound

• Music

• Entertainment

• Stationery

Photography credits
Matthew Pattimore, Dale Stephens, 
Zaki Charles, Barker Evans, 
MT Studio, Kate Hopewell Smith, 
Fulton Photography, Tom Weller, 
Dandy Photography, Life in Focus, 
Martin Phelps, David Bostock,  
Steven Brooks, Ian Walman



Engage your guests with an expert-led private tour of our 
collections or exhibitions. It will spark conversations and make 
your day even more memorable.

Enjoy your celebration for longer by requesting an extended 
licence. You and your guests can dance, relax and enjoy late 
night snacks and a bar extension.

FINISHING TOUCHES
MAKE IT EXTRA SPECIAL

Our galleries offer a stunning 
backdrop for truly amazing 
photography. Why not consider 
booking an engagement or pre-
event photo session?

Do you have a theme or style 
for your event? We offer a range 
of table linen, furniture, china 
and glassware to enable you to 
make it truly bespoke. Perhaps 
a themed bar or cocktail 
mixologist to wow your guests?



HAVE 
YOU BEEN 
INSPIRED?
Contact the Event Team on  
+44 (0)1865 610406 or at  
events@ashmolean.org

www.ashmolean.org/venue-hire

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
The Museum is available for exclusive hire for 
sunrise weddings from 08:30-10:00 and from 
17:00 the Museum is yours for the evening. During 
the day, between 10:00-17:00, we can host your 
ceremony and will close off the gallery to the 
public.

All of our galleries and external spaces are fully 
accessible.

Details in this brochure are subject to official 
guidance from the UK Government.

We strongly recommend that you obtain wedding 
insurance.
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